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Corticostriatal circuits have been implicated in learning physical skills,
is this also the case for abstract skills (no physical movement)?

Examples of abstract skills:

Playing board games

Controlling neuroprosthetic devices.

Task: Modulate the activity of a few M1 neurons to change the pitch of
an auditory cursor (reinforcement learning).

Volitional / goal-directed / intentional action rather than habitual (operant
conditioning).
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Two ensembles of 2-4 well-isolated whisker-pad M1 units.

Transform used (fine-tuned daily):
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200ms bins, moving average of 3 bins, until a target is reached (30s).

2 types of rewards:

• sucrose solution

• food pellet.
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Intentional action

Not just a habitual action, as sensitive to changes in:

• the causal relation between performing the action and obtaining
reward (contingency degradation and omission test).

• expected value of reward (sensory-specific devaluation).
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Conclusion

Novel abstract operant task in rodents.

DS neurons modulate their activity in relation to M1 neurons, dissociated
from physical movement.

Disruption of corticostriatal plasticiy impairs neuroprosthetic learning.

Neuroprosthetics can capitalize on the neural circuitry involved in natural
motor learning.
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Discussion

On the number of neurons?

M1 vs other regions?

Meaning of the DS-M1 oscillatory coupling?

Superstitious / all-mighty mice?

Any (creepy) applications?
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